Collaboration between IRALIS and E-LIS

improving the visibility of Author’s names in the Open Access world

...How?...
IRALIS has a database whose registers are generated by the authors themselves filling in a simple form with their "standardized" name and their older variants. A multisearch engine retrieves the author's records in Google, Google Scholar, OAIster, Recolecta and other databases.

...Benefits...
IRALIS promotes awareness among researchers about the importance of signing their scientific works in a unique "international" format.

...Conclusions...
E-LIS is the largest international Open Archive for Library and Information Science established in 2003 with over 9,000 papers and with more than 5,500 users.

The first results of the collaboration between IraLIS and E-LIS established in 2008 is to link to IraLIS so when typing in the names of the authors during upload of documents

A dropdown menu shows the IraLIS registered names. The menu is updated automatically every night to collect the new iralized names.

...Why?...
The correct form for the authors' names becomes a crucial issue for the academic individuals who base their personal recognition on the citations to their scientific production.